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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to mobile communications, and especially relates to an apparatus and
a method of determining weights of two or more transmitting antenna elements of a mobile terminal. Further, the present
invention also relates to an apparatus and a method of measuring transmission power transmitted by a radio terminal.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] When designing mobile terminals, a representative example being portable telephones, one important concern
is to raise transmission efficiency, given that a part of the transmission power is lost to (attenuated by) objects such as
a human body in the neighborhood of the mobile terminal, and the transmission efficiency is degraded. Any objects, not
limited to the human body, that intercept radio wave propagation can cause degradation of transmission efficiency.
[0003] It is generally known that the transmission efficiency can be improved by feeding power simultaneously to two
or more antenna elements, wherein amplitude and a phase are appropriately adjusted such that antenna directivity is
obtained. Differences in the amplitude and the phase between the antenna elements are referred to as "weight", "feeding
weight", and the like. Technologies in this regard are disclosed by Non-patent References 1 and 2, for example.
[0004] According to the conventional weight determination method, initial weight (a relative gain and phase difference)
is first given to two or more antenna.elements of a portable telephone. Next, a radio wave is transmitted using all the
antenna elements and the radiant efficiency is calculated and/or measured. Furthermore, values of the weights given
to the antenna elements are changed, a radio wave is transmitted by all the antenna elements, and radiant efficiency is
calculated and/or measured. Subsequently, radiant efficiency is obtained for all the weights (i.e., all combinations of
gains and phase differences). Then, a weight that gives the best radiant efficiency is made the weight of the transmitting
antenna element of the mobile terminal.
[0005] Further, a radiation-pattern integration method is known as another technique of measuring radiant efficiency,
and measuring radiation power that serves as the base of the radiant efficiency. The radiation-pattern integration method
obtains an antenna radiation pattern by a fixed sensor measuring the power from the radio terminal, wherein the power
is measured and integrated over the whole region (all solid angles, including all vertical and horizontal angles) that
surrounds the radio terminal, while relative positions between the radio terminal (such as a mobile terminal) and the
sensor are changed. The sensor may receive horizontal and vertical polarization components simultaneously with two
polarization antennas that intersect orthogonally, or alternatively, may switch the arrangement directions of one polari-
zation antenna such that each component is separately received. The radiation-pattern integration method is disclosed
by Non-patent References 3 and 4, for example. Another method called random field method is also practiced, which
is a power measuring method that uses a great number of objects (scattering objects) that are appropriately arranged
in a room where measurement is performed such that a radio wave transmitted by the radio terminal is scattered, and
the radiant efficiency is obtained from statistics of the received waves that are scattered by the scattering objects.

[Non-patent Reference 1] Tomoaki Nishikido, et al., "Two parallel element distributed feeding antenna element for
portable radio terminals", Shin-gaku Society Convention B-1-190, 2003
[Non-patent Reference 2] Ryo Yamaguchi, et al., "Improvement in efficiency of the cellular phone by distributed
feeding", Shin-gaku Society convention B-4-4, 2003
[Non-patent Reference 3] Sakuma, et al., "A study of radiant efficiency measurement of a small antenna", Electricity-
related Academic Conference Hokkaido Branch Union Convention, Fiscal year Heisei 12, p. 202 
[Non-patent Reference 4] Qiang CHEN, et al., "Measurement of Power Absorption by Human Model in the Vicinity
of Antennas", IEICE TRANS. COMMUN. VOL. E80-B, NO.5, MAY 1997, pp. 709-711

[0006] WO 01/81932A discloses radiation power measurement using plural sensors receiving transmissions from a
radio terminal.
[0007] US2003/0097068A discloses that the use of compounding as a processing step is well known in the treatment
of two or three dimensional image information.
[0008] According to the conventional practices as described above, in order to determine weight, it is necessary to
sequentially change the phase and amplitude so that all possible weights may be covered by calculation and/or meas-
urement, which is not efficient. Further, the amount of effort required for calculation, measurement, etc., is not small.
Generally, it is advantageous to increase the number of antenna elements for raising directivity of an antenna. However,
if the number of antenna elements is increased, the burden of calculation to determine the weight notably increases,
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and the weight cannot be promptly obtained. For example, suppose that 10 amplitude ratios between two antenna
elements are considered, namely, from 0.1 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1; and 360 phase differences from 0° to 359° are
considered in increments of 1° . In this case, the number of possible weights in the case of two elements is 10 x 360 =
3600 possibilities. If three elements are to be considered, the total number of the possible weights becomes 3600 x
3600. Generally, in the case of N elements, the total number of possibilities becomes 3600N-1. A huge number of
combinations have to be examined, the number increasing depending on the (N-1)th power. Although the concern about
the calculating burden is gradually mitigated by improvements in the speed and capacity of computers in recent years
and continuing, the burden in development of a simple small mobile terminal is still great.
[0009] Further, as for the power measuring method, since it is necessary to calculate the measured power values of
all solid angles, the radio terminal has to be rotated in the directions of θ and/or φ a vast number of times, so that the
measurement takes a long time according to the radiation-pattern integration method disclosed by Non-patent Reference
3. When determining the influence of the surrounding environment (for example, a human body) on the radio terminal,
not only the radio terminal but objects in the surrounding environment have to be simultaneously rotated, which requires
a large-scale apparatus; thus, measurements are not easy to obtain. About this point, as shown in Non-patent Reference
4, the apparatus can be simplified by making both sensor and radio terminal movable, e.g. the sensor is made movable
in an elevation angle direction, and the radio terminal is made movable in an azimuth angle direction. Nevertheless, the
number of measurement points remains the same, and the time required of the measurement remains the same. It is
conceivable that two or more sensors are arranged along a certain meridian, and that each sensor is connected to an
analyzing unit (for example, a spectrum analyzer) by switching. Even in this case, measurements have to be carried out
with the radio terminal rotating, which still requires a long time. Further, there are cases wherein the objects in the
surrounding environment are not suited for rotating at high speed. As for the random field method, it does not require
an anechoic chamber, and the radiant efficiency can be measured at comparatively high speed; however, there is a
problem in that the evaluation and adjustment of the measurement environment, including an installation point of the
scattering objects, etc., are not easy.
[0010] The invention provides apparatus and a method as defined in Claims 1 and 5.
[0011] The present invention aims at coping with at least one of the problems as described above.
[0012] The present invention can offer a radiation power measuring apparatus and a radiation power measuring
method of measuring the radiation power of the radio terminal at high speed, the radiation power measuring apparatus
and the radiation power measuring method substantially obviating one or more of the problems caused by the limitations
and disadvantages of the related art.
[0013] Features and advantages of the present invention are set forth in the description that follows, and in part will
become apparent from the description and the accompanying drawings, or may be learned by practice of the invention
according to the teachings provided in the description. Objects as well as other features and advantages of the present
invention will be realized and attained by the radiation power measuring apparatus, and the radiation power measuring
method particularly pointed out in the specification in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable a person
having ordinary skill in the art to practise the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014]

Fig. 1 is a perspective/block diagram showing the concept of a weight determining system;
Fig. 2 is a perspective diagram showing how an antenna element for a test wave is scanned along with a spherical
surface;
Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing a weight determination method;
Fig. 4 is a perspective diagram showing a situation wherein a number of antenna elements for test waves are used;
Fig. 5 is a perspective/block diagram showing a portable telephone that has three antenna elements;
Fig. 6 is a perspective/block diagram showing the concept of a radiation power measuring system according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing an operation of the radiation power measuring system shown in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 is a table wherein techniques according to the embodiment of the present invention and the conventional
method are compared from various viewpoints;
Fig. 9 is a graph showing a simulation result comparing the technique of the embodiment of the present invention
with the conventional method;
Fig. 10 is a perspective/block diagram showing a radiation power measuring system;
and
Fig. 11 is the flowchart showing an operation of the radiation power measuring system shown in Fig. 10.
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[0015] In the following, embodiments of the present invention are described with reference to Figures 6-9 of the
accompanying drawings. Other examples are included by way of background information.
[0016] According to an aspect of the present invention, the radio wave transmitted by the radio terminal is received
by two or more sensors arranged at a distance from the radio terminal, signals received by the sensors are separately
transmitted and spatially compounded, and the power of the signal after compounding is analyzed. Since the power of
the signal spatially compounded is analyzed, although the field radiation pattern may be unknown, the total power
transmitted by the radio terminal is promptly measured.
[0017] According to an aspect of the present invention, two or more signals input to the compounding means are
separately and wirelessly transmitted, and spatially compounded with a disturbance representing fading. In this manner,
the weights when compounding outputs from the sensors can be randomly changed, and by averaging measured instant
power values after compounding, measurement precision can be raised.
[0018] According to an aspect of the present invention, the sensors are arranged in an area belonging to a part of
solid angles, centering on the radio terminal. For example, by arranging the sensors only in an upper hemisphere area
(i.e., the contribution by the ground is omitted), the number of the sensors can be decreased, thereby attaining a higher
efficiency of the measurement.
[0019] According to an aspect of the present invention, the sensors are arranged over all the solid angles, centering
on the radio terminal. In this case, a highly precise measurement can be obtained.
[0020] According to an aspect of the present invention, the sensors output a signal that represents the vertically
polarized component and a signal that represents the horizontally polarized component of a radio wave. In this manner,
a desired polarization component can be taken into consideration.
[0021] According to an aspect of the present invention, two or more samples (instantaneous values) representing an
output signal from the compounding means are averaged, and the averaged signal is analyzed by the analysis means.
In this manner, precision of the power measurement is improved.
[0022] Fig. 1 shows the conceptual structure of the weight determining system (the system) outside the scope of the
present invention, which includes a portable telephone 102, an antenna element 104 for test waves, signal generators
106 and 108, and a weight determining unit 112. The portable telephone 102 includes two or more antenna elements
114 and 116 that are connected to transmitter-receivers (transceivers) 118 and 120, respectively. The system further
includes a phantom 122 that is a simulated human body, and arranged close to the portable telephone 102. The antenna
element 104 for test waves is arranged outside of the phantom 122 such that the antenna element 104 for test waves
can move on the surface of a sphere that surrounds the phantom 122 as shown in Fig. 2.
[0023] The system determines the weight of each of the antenna elements 114 and 116 of the portable telephone 102
shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity of the description, Embodiment 1 describes an example wherein two antenna elements
are installed. Nevertheless, the number of antenna elements is not limited to two, but more than two antenna elements
can be provided as required, for example, as shown in Fig. 5. In the example shown in Fig. 5, three antenna elements
114, 115, and 116 are provided, to which three transceivers 118, 119, and 120, respectively, are connected.
[0024] The antenna element 104 for test waves shown in Fig. 1 is capable of transmitting a radio wave that is polarized
in any desired direction, and is a two-axis dipole antenna element according to Embodiment 1. The antenna element
includes two dipole antenna elements that are capable of transmitting a radio wave in any desired polarization, and that
are orthogonally arranged, i.e., one perpendicular to the other.
[0025] The signal generators 106 and 108 are connected to corresponding axes of the antenna element 104 for test
waves, and drive the antenna element 104 in each axial direction. The signal generators 106 and 108 and the antenna
element 104 for test waves constitute a test wave source. The test wave source is a random wave source, wherein the
polarization at a given instant is in a certain direction; however, if a time average is taken, the test wave is isotropically
transmitted. The test wave transmitted at a given instant is equivalent to a radio wave that is polarized in a direction of
a certain elevation angle θ and a certain azimuth φ. However, the direction of polarization is randomly changed from
moment to moment; the direction of polarization, as a result, becomes distributed, and isotropic.
[0026] A test wave source that randomly changes the direction of polarization every moment is used. In other words,
the antenna element 104 for test waves has two degrees of freedom concerning the direction of polarization, and is
capable of generating a radio wave, the direction of polarization of which is changed from moment to moment.
[0027] The antenna elements 114 and 116 of the portable telephone 102 receive a signal of the test wave transmitted
by the antenna element 104 for test waves. The signal received by each antenna element is provided to the weight
determining unit 112 through a reception process at each of the transceivers 118 and 120.
[0028] The weight determining unit 112 determines a weight (a relative gain and phase difference) of each of the
antenna elements 114 and 116 based on the signal received through each of the antenna elements 114 and 116,
respectively.
[0029] The phantom 122, being a human body simulator, is an object (attenuating medium) that attenuates a radio
wave such as the head of a human body. For simplicity, the phantom 122 according to Embodiment 1 is shaped as a
cube having each side measuring about 20 cm; nevertheless, any other desired shape can be used. Here, the specific-
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inductive-capacity εr of the phantom is set at 41, and the conductivity σ is set at 1.3 S/m, for example. The phantom
specifies a direction in which the radio wave should not be directed (inhibit direction) when the portable telephone carries
out a radio transmission. The main purpose of setting up the inhibit direction is to reduce the power loss through the
technique descried below. Not only that, but also the technique reduces influence of the radio wave to an electronic
apparatus that should not be electro-magnetically interfered with.
[0030] Fig. 3 shows the flowchart for determining the weight of the antenna element.
[0031] The flow begins with Step 302 and progresses to Step 304.
[0032] At Step 304, a test wave is transmitted from a place (initial position) outside of the phantom 122. The initial
position may be one of a point A, a point B, and any other points on the spherical surface shown in Fig. 2. The test wave,
the polarization of which changes from time to time, is transmitted by the antenna element 104 for test waves. The signal
of the test wave is received by each of the antenna elements 114 and 116 of the portable telephone 102. The received
signal is provided to the weight determining unit 112 through the reception process at the transceivers 118 and 120 as
a received signal of each antenna element, i.e., electric-field time-responses of each antenna element, V(1) (t), and V(2) (t).
[0033] At Step 306, the electric-field time-responses V(1) (t) and V(2) (t) of each antenna element are estimated (ob-
tained). These may be obtained by experiment, or alternatively, can also be computed using a relational expression of
the following formulae. 

[0034] Here, nx (t), ny (t), and nz (t) are coordinate components of a bandwidth-limited white-noise vector n(t); E1x,
E1y, and E1z are components of the electric-field response of the antenna element 114 (the first antenna element), and
E2x, E2y, and E2z are components of the electric-field response of the antenna element 116 (the second antenna element).
If values of these items are known, the electric-field time response can be calculated without the need to experiment.
The electric-field response and the components (E1x, and so on) are constants, i.e., are not dependent on time. Accord-
ingly, it is often referred to as "a stationary electric-field response".
[0035] At Step 308, it is determined whether the test wave has been transmitted from all the points (scanning points)
on the spherical surface that surrounds the phantom. If the determination is negative, the process progresses to Step 310.
[0036] At Step 310, the scanning point is moved (updated) to the next place, the process returns to Step 304, and the
test wave is transmitted from the next (updated) scanning point. Henceforth, the same process is repeated. If it is
determined that the test wave has been transmitted from all the scanning points at Step 308, the process progresses
to Step 312.
[0037] At Step 312, the probability density distribution of the electric-field time responses obtained at Step 306 is
evaluated. The probability density distribution about the relative gain and the phase difference of a radio wave received
by each antenna element over a certain period is obtained based on the electric-field time responses of each antenna
element.
[0038] At Step 314, the gain and the phase difference (namely, the weight), at which the radio wave received by each
antenna element becomes the strongest (maximized) as a whole, are obtained, for example, by a maximum ratio syn-
thesizing method, while evaluating the probability density distribution.
[0039] For example, this process is as follows. A covariance matrix R is first computed based on the electric-field time-
responses V(1) (t), and V(2) (t). A matrix element Rij of a covariance matrix R is defined as a sum of products of V(i) (t),
and a complex conjugate of V(j) (t) over a certain period. 

[0040] Here, "*" denotes a complex conjugate. The weight, with which the received power becomes the strongest, is
computed using the covariance matrix described above. In other words, the weight that maximizes the total received
power of the test wave is obtained by carrying out an adaptation algorithm including the process described above.
[0041] With the weight having been computed, the process progresses to and ends at Step 316.
[0042] Thus, the weights of the antenna elements 114 and 116 of the portable telephone 102 are set up so that the
total received power (the sum of the received power from all the scanning points) of the test wave transmitted by the
antenna element 104 for test waves from the outside of the phantom 122 may be maximized. Under this situation, when
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the portable telephone 102 transmits, feeding power to the antenna elements 114 and 116 using the weights, the
transmission efficiency of the portable telephone 102 becomes the greatest for the following reasons. That the total
received power at the portable telephone 102 of the test waves from the antenna element 104 from all the scanning
points is maximized means that the radio wave is received with the least loss. By the reversibility of transmission and
reception, when a radio wave is transmitted by a cellular phone on the same frequency by the same weight, loss of a
radio wave is minimized, and transmission efficiency is maximized. Consequently, the weights determined in this way
reduce transmission of the radio wave in the inhibit direction (if the transmission is directed to the inhibit direction, loss
of the radio wave becomes great, and the transmission efficiency is not maximized).
[0043] Steps 304 through 310 are repeated, an electric-field time response is computed by sequentially changing the
place of the test wave source so that all the scanning points may be covered, and the weights are determined (Step
314) by evaluating the probability density distribution (Step 312). Further, since the number of the scanning points is
independent of the number of antenna elements, it is possible to efficiently determine the weights with an operational
burden less than the conventional technique (according to the conventional technique, the operational burden rapidly
increases depending on the number of antenna elements).
[0044] The test wave source is a random wave source. Suppose that the test wave source is a non-random wave
source, i.e., the test wave source transmits a radio wave that is always polarized in a fixed direction. In this case, a radio
wave that is polarized only in one specific direction is received by each of the antenna elements 114 and 116, and the
weights that maximize the total received power about all the scanning points on the spherical surface are obtained at
YES to Step 308 of Fig. 3. The weights obtained in this manner maximize the radio wave only at the polarization in the
specific direction. However, the weights do not maximize the radio wave in other polarization directions. Therefore, the
weights do not provide the maximum total received power of the radio wave, and the transmission efficiency is not
maximized. It is necessary to use a random wave source in order to obtain the weights that maximize the total received
power of the test wave, and to maximize the transmission efficiency.
[0045] Although the dipole antenna element is used as the antenna element for test waves, other types of antenna
elements may be used so long as they function as a random wave source. For example, a loop antenna element may
be used, which is advantageous from viewpoints of ease of impedance matching and ease of manufacturing. The dipole
antenna element is advantageous from a viewpoint of ease of analysis based on the electric-field level. Further, from a
viewpoint of further randomizing the directions of polarization, an antenna element having three axes, namely, x, y, and
z is advantageous (rather than the two axes, x and y).
[0046] Fig. 4 shows the conceptual structure of the weight determining system according to another example outside
the scope of the present invention.
[0047] A great number of antenna elements 104 for test waves are formed, being fixed on the spherical surface that
surrounds the phantom 122. Signal generators as shown in Fig. 1 are provided to the antenna elements 104 for test
waves. The antenna elements 104 for test waves and the respective signal generators constitute the random wave
source. In Embodiment 2, the test wave is simultaneously transmitted by the antenna elements 104 for test waves, rather
than one antenna element for test waves transmitting the test wave while moving along with the spherical surface. The
weights are determined so that the power of the signal received by each antenna element of the portable telephone 102
may be maximized. The weights can be promptly determined based on the power of the signal simultaneously received,
rather than one antenna element for test waves scanning in a predetermined area (for example, the area on the spherical
surface). The example of Fig. 1 is desirable if the number of antenna elements is desired to be small.
[0048] The example of Fig. 4 is desirable if prompt determination of the weights is preferred. Further, combining these
examples is possible, wherein some antenna elements for test waves are fixed, and others are not.
[0049] Fig. 6 shows a radiation power measuring system according to an embodiment of the present invention. In this
Embodiment, the power of the signal transmitted by the radio terminal is promptly measured. The radiation power
measuring system includes a radio terminal 602 such as a mobile terminal, a number of orthogonal sensors 604, a
random RF compounding unit 606, and an analyzing unit 608.
[0050] The radio terminal 602 may be any apparatus that transmits a radio wave serving as the measuring object.
Therefore, the radio terminal 602 may be a mobile terminal, and a non-movable computer that has a radio-communications
function. A signal carried by the radio wave transmitted can be any signal, and is not limited to any specific contents or
specific signal format.
[0051] The orthogonal sensors 604 are formed on the spherical surface that surrounds the radio terminal 602, namely,
they are formed at the same distance from the central point of the radio terminal 602. In practice, the orthogonal sensors
604 may be provided to each face of a polyhedron such as a regular icosahedron made from a metal plate, the regular
icosahedron surrounding the radio terminal 602. Further, the polyhedron may be formed in the shape of a mesh with an
insulator such as plastics and ceramics. The orthogonal sensors 604 are capable of receiving and detecting the radio
wave transmitted by the radio terminal 602. The orthogonal sensors 604 can distinguish and detect the electric-field-
vector components, namely, a horizontally polarized wave (Eφ) and a vertically polarized wave (Eθ). The elevation angle
direction is expressed by θ, and the azimuth direction is expressed by φ as shown in Fig. 6. In the example shown in
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Fig. 6, the number of the orthogonal sensors 604 is set at K, and 2K signals, namely, (Eθ (1), Eφ(1), ... , Eθ(K), Eφ(K)), are
output.
[0052] Here, according to the present Embodiment, the orthogonal sensors 604 are uniformly arranged over the whole
region (all solid angles) that surrounds the radio terminal 602. Nevertheless, the orthogonal sensors 604 may be arranged
such that only certain solid angles may be covered. For example, the orthogonal sensors 604 may be arranged in a
region defined by -90° <= θ <=90° , and 0° <= φ <=360° , which omits below the ground from consideration. Alternatively,
the orthogonal sensors 604 may be arranged in a region defined by 0° <=φ<=45° , and power is measured while the
radio terminal 602 is rotationally moved 8 times (360° /45° =8), the amount of the rotational movement being 45° each
time. In this way, the number of the orthogonal sensors 604 can be reduced. That is, if the orthogonal sensors 604 are
arranged in the whole region, since it is not necessary to rotate the radio terminal 602, data from all points of measurement
can be collected at once, and power measurement can be performed at high speed. If the number of the orthogonal
sensors 604 is desired to be small, measurement can be carried out by rotationally moving the radio terminal 602.
[0053] Signals, 2K in number, output by the orthogonal sensors 604 are provided to the random RF compounding unit
606. The random RF compounding unit 606 re-transmits the input signals, 2K in number, separately as K radio signals
from K antennas. For example, the first antenna transmits a radio signal expressed by (Eθ(1), Eφ(1)). Similarly, the k-th
antenna transmits the radio signal expressed by (Eθ(K), Eφ(K)). These radio signals are received by one antenna, i.e.,
the radio signals are spatially compounded.
[0054] According to the present Embodiment, a synthetic weight that randomly changes is used when the radio signals
are spatially compounded. From the viewpoint of accurately measuring the power transmitted by the radio terminal, it
is desirable to use the conventional pattern integration, wherein power is measured at a certain coordinate point (θ, φ),
the measurement point is moved, measured values are integrated, and a power distribution is obtained. (However, as
mentioned above, this technique requires a long time for measurement.) According to the present Embodiment, each
power value (as a result, power distribution) of each coordinate point (θ, φ) is not obtained, but the power of the signal
transmitted by the radio terminal is approximated by the power of the signal after spatial compounding (after vector
compounding). Accuracy of the approximation can be degraded due to a position error, a phase shift, etc., of the
orthogonal sensors and the antenna if the synthetic weight used at the spatial compound is a fixed value. Accordingly,
a synthetic weight that randomly changes is used, a large number of signal samples representing the signal after spatial
compounding are averaged, and the accuracy of the approximation and the precision of the measurements are enhanced.
[0055] According to the present Embodiment, in order to change the synthetic weight at random, fading is introduced
into the radio communications between the antenna for retransmission and the antenna for compounding. Introduction
of fading is performed, for example, by randomly disturbing the electromagnetic field near two or more antennas for the
retransmission of the random RF compounding unit 606. For example, two or more antennas for retransmission are
arranged near a disk on which metal pieces are sprinkled, and a radio wave is transmitted by each antenna while rotating
the disk. The transmitted radio waves are scattered by the metal pieces, i.e., are disturbed at random, and they reach
the antenna for compounding. In this manner, the signals retransmitted from each antenna, each receiving individual
fading, are compounded.
[0056] When carrying out a simulation of the random RF compounding unit 606, the synthetic power can be determined
by performing signal processing as shown in the following formulas, for example. 
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[0057] Here, Eθ(k) and Eφ(k) are the electric-field-vector components (stationary electric-field responses) obtained by
the k-th sensor, and are constant values independent of time. Nθ(k) (t) and Nφ(k) (t) are a θ component and a φ component,
respectively, of a white-noise signal to which a band limit is carried out, and are time-dependent functions that express
the RF composition weight to the k-th sensor. Therefore, a synthetic signal E(t) that is output by the RF compounding
unit 606 is a time-dependent function. Thus, according to the simulation, the electric-field-vector components Eθ(k) and
Eφ(k), and the noise components Nθ(k) and Nφ(k) that are independent of time are individually separated. In an actual
apparatus, however, a multiplying operation as shown by Formula (2) above is not performed, but the synthetic signal
E(t) is actually measured.
[0058] Here, in order to determine the electric-field-vector components Eθ(k), Eφ(k), power, etc., of the signal received
by each sensor, an apparatus such as the analyzing unit 608 is connected to the sensor. It is theoretically possible to
determine the power distribution (radiation pattern) in addition to the power at the point of each sensor if each sensor
is provided with an analyzing unit. However, it is not realistic to provide that many analyzing units. If one analyzing unit
is to cover a number of sensors by switching, a long time is required for collecting and analyzing all of K values. According
to the present Embodiment 3, a power value and a power distribution at each coordinate point (θ, φ) are not obtained,
but the power of the signal transmitted by the radio terminal is approximated by the power of the signal after spatial
compounding. By averaging such instantaneous power values that are measured, the accuracy of the approximation
and precision of the measurements are enhanced.
[0059] In addition, the technique to randomize the synthetic weight is not limited to introducing the fading as described
above. For example, a varactor diode may be used at the output section of each sensor, and may adjust the directivity
of the sensor.
[0060] The analyzing unit 608 is capable of carrying out power measurement and other processes based on the signal
output from the random RF compounding unit 606. The analyzing unit 608 can be served by, e.g., an oscilloscope, a
spectrum analyzer, a network analyzer, and a field strength measuring instrument. In the simulation, the mean power
Pave as shown in Formula (3) is computed based on the synthetic signal E(t) computed according to Formula (2). Then,
the radiant efficiency η as shown in Formula (4) is computed based on the measured power. Here, PAUT representing
the measured power, and Pdipole being power that is obtained by the analyzing unit 608 when the radio terminal 602
transmits a radio wave from a dipole antenna, become the criteria of radiant efficiency calculation. For example, the
power of the signal transmitted by the dipole antenna is measured without providing a phantom, and the value is set to
Pdipole. Then, the power of the signal transmitted where the phantom is prepared is set to PAUT. The transmission
efficiency η=PAUT/Pdipole computed in this manner represents the change of the transmission efficiency resulting from
the phantom.
[0061] Fig. 7 is a flowchart for explaining an operation of the radiation power measuring system shown in Fig. 6. The
process starts with Step 702 and progresses to Step 704.
[0062] At Step 704, the radio terminal 602 transmits a radio wave.
[0063] At Step 706, the radio wave transmitted by the radio terminal 602 is received by the orthogonal sensors 604.
Each orthogonal sensor provides a received electric field vector (Eθ(n), Eφ(n)) to the random RF compounding unit 606.
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[0064] At Step 708, 2K signal components of the received electric field vectors are re-transmitted from K antennas.
[0065] At Step 710, disturbance representing fading is introduced so that the signals transmitted by K antennas may
be spatially compounded with the randomized weight by one antenna. Although Step 708 and Step 710 are separately
explained, it is for convenience; and in fact, they are not performed separately in steps, but at least a part of Step 708
and a part of Step 710 are simultaneously performed.
[0066] The power of the signal after being spatially compounded is measured and analyzed at Step 712. Then, the
process progresses to and ends with Step 714.
[0067] Fig. 8 gives a table that facilitates comparison of the Embodiment with the conventional methods (namely, the
pattern integration and the random field method) from various viewpoints. As shown in the table, according to Embod-
iments of the present invention, a great number of sensors are arranged over all solid angles, the sensors being fixed
(non-movable), wherein scanning is not performed. According to the pattern integration method, one sensor scans, and
a radio terminal has to be rotationally moved. According to the random field method, one sensor is fixed at a specific
position, and scanning is unnecessary. According to the present invention, the measuring time is short; the conventional
methods require a long time. According to the present invention, power measurement is easy even when a human body
and other objects are present in the surrounding environment, since the measuring object such as the radio terminal
does not have to be rotated, unlike the case of the pattern integration method, and the like. Embodiments require that
the measurement be performed within an anechoic chamber, where the indoor surface of a wall is covered with a radio
wave absorber, in order to maintain the measurement precision of a reflected wave.
[0068] Fig. 9 shows a result of simulation wherein the technique of the pattern integration method (conventional
method) is compared with the Embodiment of the present invention. In Fig. 9, the horizontal axis represents the number
of samples, from which an average is obtained, of the synthetic instantaneous signal output by the random RF com-
pounding unit 606, and the vertical axis represents the radiant efficiency η that is computed. The graph shown by a
reference number 902 represents the calculation result by the pattern integration method, wherein the radiant efficiency
is correctly computed even when the number of the samples is small. However, measurement takes a long time. On the
other hand, the graph shown by a reference number 904 represents the calculation result according to the Embodiment.
Accuracy of the radiant efficiency improves as the number of samples, which are to be averaged, increases, and converges
at 10000 sample points (an error is settled to less than 1%). According the Embodiment, since the synthetic signal E(t)
is instantly obtained, power measurement can be managed in a short time. In the case, for example, wherein 10000
sample points are to be averaged, a measurement sampling frequency is set at 100 kHz, and data are taken in by a
digital oscilloscope, so that the acquisition time of measured values can be managed in 100 ms. If the data are updated
every second, a power value and radiant efficiency can be measured almost in real time. As described above, the
Embodiment is highly advantageous to designing and evaluating an apparatus that transmits a radio wave such as a
radio terminal.
[0069] The power measurement according to the present Embodiment is widely applicable to a variety of needs of
radiation power measurement a radio terminal, not only for determining the weight as described with the examples of
Figs 1 and 4. For example, the technique of the Embodiment is applicable to inspection to determine whether radiation
power of a radio terminal is within a predetermined requirement (for example, inspection to determine whether a radio
wave exceeding 0.8 W is output).
[0070] According to the Embodiment, since the radiation power and radiant efficiency of a radio terminal can be
measured at ultra high-speed, working efficiency, such as design efficiency of the radio terminal, and quality evaluation
can be remarkably raised.
[0071] Fig. 10 shows the radiation power measuring system for measuring the radiation power according to another
example outside the scope of the present invention. Relations between transmission and reception of a signal are
reversed with reference to the Embodiment. In Fig. 10, the radiant efficiency, etc., of a radio wave are computed using
the reversible property of transmission and reception. The radiation power measuring system of Fig. 10 includes a radio
terminal 1002, wave sources 1004, a random RF distributing unit 1006, and an analyzing unit 1008.
[0072] The radio terminal 1002 receives radio waves emitted from the wave sources 1004, and provides received
signals to the analyzing unit 1008.
[0073] The wave sources 1004 are formed on a spherical surface that surrounds the radio terminal 1002. Each of the
wave sources 1004 carries out radio transmission of the radio wave towards the radio terminal 1002 according to the
signal received from the random RF distributing unit 1006. The signal transmitted by each of the wave sources 1004 is
detected by the electric-field-vector components, namely, a horizontally polarized wave (Eφ) and a vertically polarized
wave (Eθ). In Fig. 10, the wave sources 1004, which number K, are served by orthogonal sensors and receive 2K signals
(Eθ(1), Eφ(1), ... , Eθ(K), Eφ(K)).
[0074] Here, the wave sources 1004 do not have to be arranged over all the solid angles centering on the radio terminal
1002, but may be arranged such that they cover only a part of the solid angles.
[0075] The random RF distributing unit 1006 is connected to the wave sources 1004 by wires. The 2K signals correspond
to signals received by K antennas of the random RF distributing unit 1006. In the random RF distributing unit 1006, the
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signal is wirelessly transmitted from a certain node, and received by K antennas (distribution). For example, the first
antenna receives the radio signal expressed by (Eθ(1) and Eφ(1)). Similarly, the n-th antenna receives the radio signal
expressed by (Eθ(n) and Eφ(n)). At this juncture, fading is introduced (like the random RF compounding unit 606 of Fig.
6) so that the radio signal may be distributed with a randomized weight.
[0076] Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing the operation of the radiation power measuring system according to Fig. 10. The
process starts with Step 1102, and progresses to Step 1104.
[0077] At Step 1104, the node of the random RF distributing unit transmits a radio signal, which is received by K
antennas. The disturbance representing fading is introduced so that the radio signal may be distributed to K antennas
with random weights.
[0078] At Step 1106, each of the wave sources 1004 corresponding to each of K antennas transmits a signal towards
the radio terminal 1002 according to the signal (Eθ(n), Eφ(n)) received from the random RF distributing unit 1006. This
transmission is simultaneously performed from K antennas.
[0079] The signal received at the radio terminal 1002 is measured and analyzed by the analyzing unit 1008 at Step
1108, and the process progresses to and ends with Step 1110.
[0080] Further, the present invention is not limited to the embodiment, but variations and modifications may be made
without departing from the scope of the present invention as claimed.

Claims

1. A radiation power measuring apparatus, comprising:

a radio terminal (602) configured to transmit a radio wave;
a plurality of sensors (604) that are arranged on a spherical surface surrounding and centred on the radio
terminal, and are configured to receive the radio wave;
a compounding unit (606) to compound signals transmitted by the radio terminal, and received through the
sensors; and
an analyzing unit (608) to analyze power of the signal compound by the compounding unit;
wherein the apparatus is configured such that all signals input to the compounding unit (606) are wirelessly
transmitted, and are spatially compounded with a disturbance that represents fading.

2. A radiation power measuring apparatus as claimed in Claim 1, configured such that the sensors are arranged over
the whole of the solid angle centred on the radio terminal.

3. A radiation power measuring method, comprising:

transmitting a radio wave from a radio terminal;
receiving the radio wave by a plurality of sensors arranged on a spherical surface surrounding and centred on
the radio terminal;
wirelessly transmitting each signal received by the sensors, and spatially compounding the signals with a dis-
turbance that represents fading; and
analyzing the power of the compound signal.

Patentansprüche

1. Messgerät zur Messung einer Strahlungsleistung, umfassend:

ein mobiles Funkendgerät (602), das eingerichtet ist, um eine Funkwelle zu übertragen;
eine Vielzahl von Sensoren (604), die auf einer kugelförmigen Oberfläche, welche das Funkendgerät umgibt
und darauf zentriert ist, angeordnet sind, und ausgelegt sind, um die Funkwelle zu empfangen;
eine Kombinierungseinheit (606), um die vom Funkendgerät gesandten und durch die Sensoren empfangenen
Signale zu kombinieren; und
eine Analyseeinheit (608) um die Stärke des von der Kombinierungseinheit kombinierten Signals zu analysieren;
wobei das Gerät derart eingerichtet ist, dass sämtliche Signale in die Kombinierungseinheit (606) eingegeben
werden, kabellos übertragen werden und räumlich mit einer Störung kompoundiert werden, welche das Fading
darstellt.
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2. Messgerät zur Messung einer Strahlungsleistung nach Anspruch 1, das derart eingerichtet ist, dass die Sensoren
über die Gesamtheit des auf dem Funkendgerät zentrierten festen Winkels angeordnet sind.

3. Verfahren zur Messung von Strahlungsleistung, umfassend:

Übertragung einer Funkwelle von einem Funkendgerät;
Empfangen der Funkwelle durch eine Vielzahl von Sensoren, die auf einer kugelförmigen Oberfläche, welche
das Funkendgerät umgibt und darauf zentriert ist, angeordnet sind;
Kabellose Übertragung jedes durch die Sensoren empfangenen Signals; und räumliches Kombinieren der
Signale mit einer Störung die das Fading darstellt; und
Analyse der Stärke des kombinierten Signals.

Revendications

1. Appareil de mesure d’une puissance de radiation, comprenant:

un terminal radio (602) configuré pour transmettre une onde radio;
une pluralité de capteurs (604), disposés sur une surface sphérique entourant le terminal radio et centrés sur
celui-ci, et configurés pour recevoir l’onde radio;
une unité de combinaison (606) pour combiner des signaux transmis par le terminal radio, et reçus par l’inter-
médiaire des capteurs ; et
une unité d’analyse (608) pour analyser la puissance de la combinaison de signaux de l’unité de combinaison ;
l’appareil étant configuré de sorte que tous les signaux entrés dans l’unité de combinaison (606) sont transmis
sans fil et sont combinés spatialement avec une perturbation représentant le fading.

2. Appareil de mesure d’une puissance de radiation selon la revendication 1, configuré de sorte que les capteurs sont
disposés sur l’entièreté de l’angle solide centré sur le terminal radio.

3. Méthode de mesure d’une puissance de radiation, comprenant :

la transmission d’une onde radio à partir d’un terminal radio ;
la réception de l’onde radio par une pluralité de capteurs disposés sur une surface sphérique entourant le
terminal radio et centré sur celui-ci ;
la transmission sans fil de chaque signal reçu par les capteurs, et la combinaison spatiale des signaux avec
une perturbation qui représente le fading ; et
l’analyse de la puissance du signal combiné.
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